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ABSTRACT 
Several inequalities relating the rank of a positive semidefinite matrix with the 
ranks of various principal submatrices are presented. These inequalities are anal- 
ogous to known determinantal inequalities for positive definite matrices, such as 
Fischer’s inequality, Koteljanskii’s inequality, and extensions of these associated 
with chordal graphs. 
1. BACKGROUND 
Let N = {1,2,..., n} throughout. Given an n-by-n matrix A and non- 
empty index sets cy, ,f3 2 N, we denote by A[cr, /3] the submatrix of A lying 
in the rows indicated by LY and the columns indicated by p. We denote the 
principal submatrix A[a, (Y] by A[cx]. L e crC be the complement of Q in N, t 
so that A[&] is the principal submatrix of A complementary to A[a]. If 
A is a positive definite Hermitian matrix, there are a number of classical 
determinantal inequalities involving the principal minors of A (see e.g. [4]). 
det A 2 det A[(Y] det A[a”] (Fischer), (1) 
det & ” p] 2 det Abl det A[fil 
det A[cx n p] 
(Koteljanskii) (2) 
(also called Hadamard-Fischer), and 
A more recent family of determinantal inequalities can be described in 
terms of clique trees associated with chordal graphs. We let G = (N, E) 
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denote a connected graph. A subset C G N is called a clique if each pair 
of vertices in C is adjacent, and C is called a maximal clique of G if C is a 
clique and is not a proper subset of any clique. Let C = {Cl, Ca, . . . , Cm} 
be the set of maximal cliques of G, and let 7 = (C,&) be a tree whose 
vertex set is C. 7 is called a clique tree of G if for each pair Ci, Cj E C, we 
have Ci n Cj C: ck whenever Ck lies on the path from Ci to Cj in 7. If 
y is a cycle in G, a chord of y is an edge of G joining two nonconsecutive 
vertices of y. A graph G is chordal provided that each cycle of length 24 
has a chord. Chordal graphs and clique trees are related by the following 
theorem [l, 21: 
THEOREM A. A connected graph G = (N, E) has a clique tree 7 if and 
only if G is chordal. 
The following class of determinantal inequalities [l] can be viewed as 
generalizations of the Koteljanskii inequality. 
THEOREM B. Let A be an n-by-n positive definite matrix, let G = 
(N, E) be a connected chordal graph, and let 7 = (C, E) be a clique tree of 
G. Then 
detA< &EC det Alal 
I-I {@}EE det A]o n PI. (4) 
There is also an inclusion-exclusion reformulation of Theorem B [l] that 
uses only the maximal cliques of a chordal graph, eliminating the need for 
a clique tree. 
THEOREM C. Let A be an n-by-n positive definite matrix, let G = 
(N, E) be a connected chordal graph, and let C be the set of maximal cliques 
of G. Then 
detA I 
n,s, odddetA[kG2?al 
rI,s, eYen det A1 naes ol ’ 
in which the products are taken over all nonempty subsets S c C. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
(5) 
Our purpose in this paper is to present a family of rank inequalities 
analogous to the inequalities (l)-(5) in which multiplication is replaced by 
addition and division by subtraction. We shall hereafter let PSD denote 
the class of n-by-n positive semidefinite matrices. Our main results are: 
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THEOREM 1. Let A E PSD, and let cu,p c N. Then 
rank A 5 rank A[cr] + rank A[&], (6) 
rank A[Q U p] 5 rank A[a] + rank A[/31 - rank A[” n p], (7) 
and 
k c rankA[cu] <(n--k) c rankA[P], Ic=l,...,n-1. (8) 
Icrj=k+l IPI=k 
THEOREM 2. Let A E PSD, let G = (N,E) be a connected chordal 
graph, and let I = (C,E) be a clique tree for G. Then 
rank A 5 c rank A[cr] - c rank A[a n /?I. (9) 
C&C I%LJ)EE 
THEOREM 3. Let A E PSD, let G = (N, E) be a connected chordal 
graph, and let C be the set of maximal cliques of G. Then 
rankA 5 c (-l)lsl-lrankA 
sp2 
S#Q 
(10) 
We begin with two lemmas. The following lemma is known but not 
widely publicized, so we include a proof. 
LEMMA 4. Let A E PSD, and let (Y C N. Then 
ImA[o,a?] & ImA[cr]. 
Proof. It suffices via permutation similarity to show that if 
A= 
B C 
[ 1 C* D’ 
then ImC 2 Im B. Let U be a unitary matrix that diagonalizes B, and 
suppose 
U’BU = 
A 0 
[ 1 0 0’ 
in which A has positive diagonal entries. Then 
[I’ ;] [a. ;] [‘n( “I] =[i* $. j> (11) 
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in which 
G= = WC. 
Since the matrix on the right-hand side of (11) is positive semidefinite, 
we must have F = 0. Thus 
ImG=Im[f] CIm[t], 
and therefore 
A 0 
ImC=UImG~UIm 
[ 1 =ImB. 0 0 
COROLLARY 5. If A = [,“. g] E PSD, then 
rank [B C] = rankB. 
rank [C” D] = rankD. 
LEMMA 6. Let the m-by-n complex matrix F be partitioned as 
F=[A B C]. 
Then 
rank F 5 rank [A B] + rank [B C] - rank B. 
Proof We use the fact that for any two subspaces S, T G Cm, 
dim(S + T) = dim S + dimT - dim(S r? T). 
If S = Im [A B] and T = Im [B C], then Im F = S + T. We therefore 
have 
rank F = rank [A B] + rank [B C] - dim(S n T) 
5 rank [A B] + rank [B C] - rank B, 
where the inequality follows from the inclusion Im B C S f’ T. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that 
A= E PSD. 
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Then, by Corollary 5, 
rank A 5 rank [II C] + rank [C” D] = rank B + rank D, 
which proves (6). 
To prove (7) we let 
A= 
‘Al B C 
B* A2 D E PSD. 
C* D* A3 1 
Then by Lemma 6 and Corollary 5, 
A B 
= rank 
[ 1 B* A2 + rank 
B C 
A2 D 
D” A3 
-42 D 
D* A3 - 1 rankA2, 
which is (7). 
To prove (8), let us first examine the case k = n-l. Let rankA = T. Since 
A is Hermitian, there exists ac G N such that ]oc/ = T and rankA[cuc] = r. 
Observe that there are exactly n - r subsets (3~ G N of cardinality n - 1 
that contain as, and that rankA[cr] = r for every such cr. Similarly, there 
are exactly r subsets Q c N of cardinality n - 1 that do not contain cq,, 
but for each such (u we have ]Q n ‘~01 = r - 1 and thus rankA[cu] 2 r - 1. 
Therefore, we have 
c rankA[o] = c rankA[cu] + c rankA[a] 
\al=n-1 Id;=;1 
- 
lk+k&l 
> (n - r)r + r(r - 1) 
= (n - l)r, 
and thus we have 
(n - 1) rank A I c rankA[a], 
laj=n-I 
(12) 
which is (8) in the case k = n - 1. 
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Now let 1 5 Ic < n. Then by applying (12) to every cr of order k + 1 we 
obtain 
k c rankA[cr] 5 c c rankA[P]. 
Icrl=k+l bl=k+l I;==” 
CY 
(13) 
It is easy to see that every /I of order k appears n - k times in the 
right-hand side of (13), and thus we have 
k c rankA[cr] 5 (n-k) c rankA[P], 
loll=k+l lDl=k 
as required. 
The inequality (8) can be restated as follows. Let 
&(A) = 1 c rankA[rr], 
(i) lalzzk 
the average rank of all k-by-k principal submatrices of the n-by-n matrix 
A. Then (8) is 
k &+1(A) 5 (n - k) 
0 
; &(A), 
which gives 
COROLLARY 7. If A E PSD, then 
Lrank A < 
n 
_ --&Q(A) I -&“-z(A) 5 ... I &(A) I &(A). 
We note that the inequalities in Theorem 1 are sharp. For instance, if A 
is positive definite, so is every principal submatrix, and (6)-(8) reduce to 
and 
5 (n-k& i , 0 
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which are all equalities. However, if the hypothesis that A E PSD is re- 
moved, then the inequalities fail completely. For example, if 
0 I 
A= 
[ 1 IO’ 
we have rank A = 7~ while rankA[a] + rankA[aC] = 0. 
A determinantal inequality for positive definite matrices that has no 
analogue of the type we have discussed is (det A)(det B) < det(A o B). 
a corollary of Oppenheim’s inequality. The inequality rank A + rank B I 
rank (AoB) is clearly false for PSD matrices. For instance, if A = I @O and 
B = 0 @I, then A o B = 0. The inequality that does hold is rank (A 0 B) < 
(rank A) (rank B) [4, p. 4581. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is by induction on the number of max- 
imal cliques m of G. 
If m = 2, C = {cw, ,0}, then cr U ,B = N and the inequality is just 
rank A < rankA[cu] + rankA[p] - rankA[cr n p], 
which is (7). 
Suppose the inequality is true for any graph with m - 1 maximal cliques, 
and suppose G has m maximal cliques. Let 7 = (C, E) be a clique tree on 
the maximal cliques (31, C2, . , C, of G. Let Cl be a pendant vertex in 
7, and let C, be adjacent to Cl. Since Cl U (C, U . . U Cm) = N, by (7) 
rank A 5 rankAIC1] + rank A[Cz U . U Cm] 
- rank A[Cl n (Cz U . . U C,)]. (14) 
But C1 n (C2 u . . . u Cm) = (Cl n Cz) u (Cl n CS) U U (Cl n Cm) and 
since 7 is a clique tree, Cl n Cj C Cz for j = 3,. . , m. It follows that 
so 
It 
cl n (c, u u Cm) = Cl n C2, 
(14) is 
rank A 5 rank A[Cl] + rank A[Cz U . . U Cm] - rank A[Cl f~ C,]. (15) 
is easy to verify that the induced subgraph G’ of G with vertex set 
C, U. . U C, has maximal cliques CT, . . , C,. Also, removing the node Cl 
and edge {Cl, C’s} from 7 yields a clique tree 7’ = (C’, E’) for G’. Since 
A[Cz u . . u Cm] is positive semidefinite and G’ is chordal, 
rank A[Cz u . . U Cm] < 2 rank A[Ci] - c rank A[cy n /3] 
1=2 {%P}EE 
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Together with (15) this gives 
rankA I c rankA[C] - c rankA[a n P], 
CEC {%I3lEE 
which completes the proof. n 
It is a corollary of Theorem B (see the observation following Theorem 1 
in [5]) that the number of occurrences of any index i E N among the set of 
maximal cliques Ci, . . . , C, exceeds the number of occurrences of i in the 
sets Q n p, {a, p} E E, by 1. Therefore, if A is positive definite, both sides 
of (9) equal n. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We first note that if ‘T = (C, E) is any clique tree 
of G, then 
c (-l)lsl-’ rankA n Q 
SGC [ 1 CXES 
S#@ 
= c rank A[a] - c rank A[cx n p] 
(rEC idlEE 
- c rankA[crnp] + c (-l)lslrankA , 
tww& ‘SCC 
ISIr 
so in view of Theorem 2, we need only show that the second term on the 
right-hand side is zero. The remainder of the proof is entirely analogous to 
the proof of Theorem 5.8 in [I]. The key point is that for every p c N, the 
expressions rank A[P] and -rank A[p] appear in the second term an equal 
number of times. n 
3. OTHER POSITIVITY CLASSES 
The determinantal inequalities (l)-(5) are known to also hold for M- 
matrices and totally positive matrices, so it is natural to consider the rank 
inequalities (6)-(10) for these. Call an n-by-n matrix A totally invertible if 
A and every principal submatrix of A is invertible. Then by the remarks 
following the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 we have 
THEOREM 8. If A is a totally invertible n-by-n matrix, then the in- 
equalities (6)-(10) hold as equalities. 
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COROLLARY 9. If A is a positive definite matrix, an M-matrix, or a 
totally positive matrix, then the inequalities (6)-(10) hold as equalities. 
However, the inequalities (6)-(10) d o not hold for singular M-matrices 
and totally nonnegative matrices. For n = 2, k = 1, the inequalities (6) 
and (8) are 
rank A 5 rank [all] + rank [az], 
which fails for the singular M-matrix 
0 -1 
[ 1 0 0 
and the totally nonnegative matrix 
01 
[ 1 0 0' 
.lar The inequality (7) fails for n = 3, CY = (1,2}, 0 = {2,3} for the sin@ 
M-matrix 
[ 0  -1 01 -1 0  
and the totally nonnegative matrix 
[ 0  1 1. 0 0  1
However, we have 
PROPOSITION 10. If A is an irreducible, singular M-matrix, then the 
inequalities (6)-( 10) hold. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that all proper principal submatrices 
of A are invertible [3]. n 
The matrix 
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shows that the inequality (7) fails [and hence (9) and (10) as well] for 
irreducible, totally nonnegative matrices. 
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